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Abstract
We explore the promises and challenges of employing sequential decision-making
algorithms – such as bandits, reinforcement learning, and active learning – in
the public sector. While such algorithms have been heavily studied in settings
that are suitable for the private sector (e.g., online advertising), the public sector could greatly benefit from these approaches, but poses unique methodological
challenges for machine learning. We highlight several applications of sequential
decision-making algorithms in regulation and governance, and discuss areas for
further research which would enable them to be more widely applicable, fair, and
effective. In particular, ensuring that these systems learn rational, causal decisionmaking policies can be difficult and requires great care. We also note the potential
risks of such deployments and urge caution when conducting work in this area.
We hope our work inspires more investigation of public-sector sequential decision making applications, which provide unique challenges for machine learning
researchers and can be socially beneficial.

1 Introduction
Sequential decision-making (SDM) algorithms come in many flavors, such as multi-armed bandits,
reinforcement learning, and active learning. Together, these (overlapping) paradigms have been successfully applied to: content recommendation and ad placement [37, 55, 12], clinical trials [20, 5],
robotics [50], and control of power systems [48, 52]. We argue that resource-constrained problems
commonly faced by governments are a natural, but as of yet under-explored, application for SDM
algorithms and that such public sector applications pose unique methodological challenges to the
SDM literature. We highlight potential applications of SDM algorithms in the public sector,2 and
emphasize the social benefits of such deployments over the status quo.
The core of SDM is carefully balancing the explore-exploit trade-off. Should government agencies spend their resources to take advantage of the information they have now (“exploitation”), or
spend some of those resources searching for better alternatives (“exploration”)? Too much of the
former can result in missing opportunities and trends (e.g. discovering new forms of tax evasion or
missing crucial evidence in a court case), while too much of the latter results in wasted resources.
In many cases, as we will see, agencies already use what is effectively an SDM system without a
formalization of these trade-offs. Yet formalization and improved methods could directly address
the efficiency, transparency, and fairness of the process. We caution that in some cases SDM systems can be deployed in socially harmful ways; we discuss this further in Section 4 and urge careful
consideration before deploying such a system.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides some brief background on
the problem formulation. Section 3 then provides examples of problems faced by various agencies
which are natural applications for SDM algorithms and highlights open methodological issues that
deserve attention before widespread adoption. Section 4 addresses concerns regarding the use of
these algorithms, and advice on when they should and should not be deployed.

2 Problem Formulation
The applications we discuss take place over discrete time steps or epochs t = 1, . . . , T . At each time
t, we receive a set of Nt observations with features Xt = (xit ), each of which has a hidden reward
rit . For example in the regulatory setting, reward will often be expressed as some quantitative measure of compliance (e.g., recovered tax payments or identification of environmentally non-compliant
facilities). A policy decides which set of mt observations to select and receive rewards for. Typically, mt ≪ Nt though the set of observations and selection budget may change size over time
(Nt 6= Nt+1 and mt 6= mt+1 ).
This framework is closest to the bandit formulation. In the multi-armed bandit setting, there are N
“arms” to choose from, each associated with its own reward distribution. Every timestep, we choose
an arm (or set of arms in the batched setting [45]). Our problem can be cast as a batched, contextual
bandit, in which the context are the features for each observation. Alternatively, observations might
be grouped in which case we can treat the problem as a contextual bandit in which arms are groups
of observations [54]. If we additionally assume that rewards can be approximated as a functional
form of observations, we can interpret the problem naturally as a structured bandit [41, 4].
We can also cast the active learning [51] problem in this framework. The goal of active learning is to
maximize accuracy of the underlying model while making as few queries as possible. Given a pool
of unlabelled observations (Xt ) the policy would decide which label (rit ) to reveal to maximize the
model’s performance across the pool. Thus the reward is the reduction in generalization error from
selecting a given arm. In some active learning formulations (like continuous active learning), the
goal can instead be framed as successfully identifying all the labels of a given type [17]. In this case
rit = 1 if yit is the goal label git .
We can adapt the reinforcement learning paradigm to this framework as well. For simplicity we define the reinforcement learning problem as an infinite-horizon discounted Markov Decision Process
(MDP) [8, 47]. An MDP is defined as M = hS, A, R, T , β, γi where S is the state space, A is the
action space, R : S × A 7→ R is the reward function, T : S × A 7→ ∆(S) is the transition function,
a kernel mapping state-action pairs to a probability distribution over S × A, β ∈ ∆(S) is the initial
state distribution, and γ ∈ [0, 1) is the discount factor. In our case, more often than not, multiple
actions will need to be taken per time-step and the transition function will not be known a priori.
The state space will be constructed from Xt , the set of arms available for selection. Furthermore,
in many cases the true problem formulation may be better suited for the partially observable MDP
framework [10], as the state space is unlikely to be fully observable. Unlike the bandit setting which
maximizes myopic reward,
P∞ the RL setting maximizes the expected discounted future return at each
timestep V π (s) = E[ t=0 γ t R(st , at )|s0 = s],

3 Applications & Obstacles
Here we discuss various applications of SDMs in public policy. Along with the examples, we
highlight specific problems to be solved in each area to ensure that these algorithms be as effective,
reliable, and fair as possible. For each example, we also give a possible formulation of the problem
as an SDM algorithm.
This section should not be read as a comprehensive list of opportunities and challenges of applied
ML. Much prior work has focused on challenges of deploying ML systems in various areas such
as health, education, and the sciences (e.g., [24, 31, 7]). Privacy, fairness, and explainability, for
instance, are important and well-documented concerns generally [44, 40, 2]. Here we focus on
challenges that are of particular prominence for SDM in the public-sector.
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3.1 Multi-Objective Decision-Making
Agencies can rarely afford to be single-minded. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), for
example, might wish to identify the highest polluters and penalize them. But they may also need
to accurately estimate the overall level of noncompliance by regulated facilities [42]. This is an oft
encountered problem. In addition to targeting areas of risk, government agencies must be able to
estimate total noncompliance in order to effectively guide policy.
We call this population estimation. Attempts to address multiple objectives in bandit and RL literature involve extending the reward scalar to a vector [19], but this discards powerful existing methods
to evaluate specific peripheral objectives. Population estimation, for example, could be handled separately using survey design and sampling theory [38]. Integrating sampling design into the SDM
process could leverage the problem structure for improved multi-objective performance.
Several open questions remain in this area. Can we simultaneously maximize reward and achieve
unbiased population estimates? If not, can the trade-offs between these two objectives be made
explicit? How can we add in tertiary objectives? Would such multi-objective designs benefit from
a unified SDM framework which can combine research from active learning, bandits, reinforcement
learning, and survey sampling?
Example 3.1.1 (Inspecting food safety at the FDA). The U.S. imports nearly 15 million
yearly shipments of food.a The Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA) provides for inspections of imported food products and American-based food production facilities to ensure compliance with FDA standards.b Understanding the number of at-risk facilities (the
population total) is important for setting budgets and informing regulatory policy.
F ORMULATION . The set of arms would be the facilities or shipments that can be audited,
each with individual context Xt . The policy learned would then select which arm to audit
and be rewarded upon identification of non-compliance, secondarily estimating the total rate.
a
b

https://www.fda.gov/media/120585/download
https://www.fda.gov/media/78021/download

Example 3.1.2 (Technology Assisted Review during civil litigation). eDiscovery, short
for electronic discovery, entails identifying relevant documents during the discovery process in legal proceedings. Since the body of potential evidence is often overwhelming,
current state-of-the-art eDiscovery mechanisms use active learning to identify relevant documents [13, 17, 27]. We also note that identifying documents for FOIA requests uses a
similar process in some cases.
F ORMULATION . The policy sees a set of documents (arms), with Xt consisting of standard
natural language processing features (e.g., TF-IDF vectors [30]). The policy selects a set
of documents for lawyers to review and receives a reward if the document was responsive
(rit = 1) or non-responsive (rit = 0). This is repeated across multiple rounds until there is
confidence that all responsive documents have been identified. A random sampling mechanism is often employed to estimate the amount of remaining responsive documents [36] –
the same as a secondary population estimation objective. Combining these two processes
into one multi-objective system might help to reduce labeling costs.

3.2 Distribution Shifts in the Small Data Regime
The distributions of both policy-relevant features and their relationship with reward are rarely fixed
in reality—behaviors adapt, policies change, exogenous economic shocks occur, etc. This concept
drift emphasizes the exploration aspect of SDM, requiring careful selection just to keep up. Algorithms in public policy settings are doubly hampered as the amount of available samples is often
small, potentially leaving little budget for reliably rewarding selections.
Recent work in both the bandit and active learning spaces focuses on either detecting concept drift
or designing algorithms which are robust to it [11, 54, 32]. However, in public policy settings there
are often a priori indicators of concept drift. Incorporating this structured drift information into
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existing models could improve resilience and efficiency, particularly in small-data regimes. More
research is needed to create reliable methods for incorporating such structural priors or external
sources of information into SDM policies. Moreover, it is an open question as to which algorithms
retain performance and fairness guarantees under such large discontinuous sources of drift.
Example 3.2.1 (Allocating public health resources during a pandemic). Infectious disease outbreaks can cause severe resource allocation issues. Effective distribution of tests and
vaccines are of paramount importance for curtailing the spread of the disease. But conditions in this setting drift rapidly: one population could quickly become vaccinated and less
vulnerable, or a new variant could quickly make another population more susceptible to infection. Could the incorporation of external information like trends from other regions help
adjust to drift quickly?
F ORMULATION . Recently, this problem has been formulated as a multi-armed bandit [15].
In this formulation, testing resources were allocated to different neighborhoods—each constituting an arm—rewarded by the number of COVID-19 positive individuals identified.
Testing of incoming populations at the border has been similarly formulated as an RL problem, leading to more efficient detection of potentially infectious persons [6]. Successfully
understanding the transition function in the RL setting could aid in handling distribution
shift.
Example 3.2.2 (Optimizing tax audits at the IRS). Every year, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) audits between 0.5% and 1.1% of individual taxpayer returns, out of a potential
pool of hundreds of millions [49]. In addition to maximizing revenue, they must generate
reliable population estimates (the “tax gap”), and conduct audits fairly [34]. At any given
year a tax code change could affect the performance of a risk selection model.
F ORMULATION . We might consider this a structured bandit problem. Each year the IRS
selects a batch of taxpayers to audit from the population based on their featurized tax returns
(Xt ). The reward received (rt ) is the difference between the taxpayer reported amount of
taxes owed and the true adjusted amount after audit. rt is related to taxpayer’s attributes xit
via some unknown function f and parameter θt : rit = f (xit , θt ). To account for distribution
shift the policy must estimate how much the underlying structure of the function f has
changed given some update to the tax code.

3.3 Learning with and Identifying Corrupted Labels
In many public policy settings there is often a “human in the loop,” responsible for providing the
labels or collecting the reward (e.g., auditors, inspectors). This can inject variance and subjectivity
into the information received by the algorithm, which at best can make learning difficult and at
worst can make an algorithmic approach infeasible (see Section 4). This leads to a general warning,
illustrated by the examples below: if an algorithm is receiving information from heterogeneous and
subjective sources, the variability in the information may swamp any true signal in the data and
make machine learning a poor vehicle for solving the problem.
Example 3.3.1 (Prioritizing restaurant health inspections.). Recent work has suggested
that machine and policy learning could aid in targeting restaurant health inspections [3, 25].
Like auditing at other agencies, this process could in theory be improved by SDM. But the
restaurant health inspection process is highly stochastic. Recent evidence shows that two
health inspectors could give drastically different scores to the same restaurant [28]. As a
result, any algorithms using these noisy (or incorrect) labels will allocate more resources to
areas where city health inspectors are most strict, perpetuating biases. Until SDM algorithms
incorporate mechanisms to identify and correct for such noisy labels, such algorithms should
not be deployed in the restaurant health inspection contexts.
F ORMULATION . We consider each restaurant as an arm with features Xt indicating area,
previous violation history, etc. The policy also takes into account the identity of the auditor
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ξt . A reward rt is given for identifying restaurants with key healthcode violations, but it is
stochastic, heteroskedactic, and conditional on ξt . Some auditors ξt may provide incorrect
labels with unknown frequency and unknown bias.

3.4 Feedback Loops
Ensign et al. [22] demonstrated that predictive policing algorithms were subject to runaway feedback
loops: the algorithm would repeatedly focus on the same neighbourhoods. This is a danger in all
SDM processes—a miscalibrated algorithm may focus only on the areas (or companies, individuals,
etc.), at the expense of learning more about others. This effect has also been observed in health
care and recommender systems [53, 1, 29]. Open research questions remain. How can you detect
feedback loops and intervene? How can you determine when not to use an SDM system if there is
a risk for such a feedback loop? Conversely, when does formalization of an existing ad hoc SDM
system lead to a reduction of existing feedback loops?
Example 3.4.1 (Checking Environmental Compliance at the EPA). The Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) and state EPAs, must decide which facilities to inspect in order
to ensure compliance with environmental laws such as the Clean Water Act, Clean Air Act,
Safe Drinking Water Act, Toxic Substances Control Act, among others [14, 9]. Most of these
inspections involve physical visitations which are time intensive and costly. As a result,
only a handful of investigation and testing resources are allocated to various facilities. The
same risk exists in this setting as in predictive policing—algorithms might fall into a local
maximum in which they repeatedly allocate inspections to the same facilities.
F ORMULATION . Each facility is an arm with features Xt indicating prior enforcement history, region, sensor metrics, calculated risk based on satellite imagery [14], etc. rit is assigned for identifying high-polluting facilities.

Example 3.4.2 (Finding fraudulent claims at CMS). The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) identifies and audits potentially fraudulent claims by providers.a Currently, CMS uses the Fraud Prevention System (FPS), described as a “predictive analytics
technology” and required by the Small Business Jobs Act of 2010. Such a system needs
to avoid feedback loops in which providers with erroneous but harmless reports are continually targeted. As noted in the report, “[a]ny bias towards focusing on easily recoverable
amounts could potentially skew program integrity efforts away from stopping some of the
most egregious fraud.”
F ORMULATION . Each provider is an arm with features Xt indicating prior enforcement
history, degree of closeness to other providers based on social network (used in current
systems, but potentially problematic for exacerbating feedback loops and unfairness), etc.
rit is assigned for successfully identifying fraudulent claims.
a

https://www.cms.gov/About-CMS/Components/CPI/Widgets/
Fraud_Prevention_System_2ndYear.pdf

3.5 Causal Inference
An often-cited requirement of administrative decision-making is that it not be “arbitrary and capricious.” While it is unclear whether this standard would apply to algorithms adopted by agencies,3
the spirit of this rule is highly desirable for deployed SDM algorithms. For example, algorithms
should not pick up on spurious correlations, or make arbitrary decisions. Often, when described
in the context of algorithmic decision-making, explainability is considered a key requirement for
government algorithms. But another desirable quality for preventing arbitrary decision-making is
to ensure that systems take into account causal mechanisms. Many of the above challenges – for
3

But see discussion in recent work on the matter [21, 16].
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example learning from corrupted data or preventing feedback loops – can be thought of as ensuring a sampling regime that learns causal relationships, not simply correlations. Take, for example,
the multi-objective nature of many public sector problems. To satisfy a reward maximizing objective, the sampling distribution of any SDM system will be biased, potentially interfering with
learning causal relationships from unbalanced data. Without careful causal methods, this can also
lead to feedback loops. Recent work has explored building causal mechanisms into SDM algorithms [35, 43, 33, 18, 56, 39]. But more work is needed to infer causal mechanisms in the face of
challenges described above. Where little is known of the underlying causal graph, data is sparse,
and causal structures can drift, SDM methods can quickly run into limits.
Example 3.5.1 (Identifying issues in judicial opinions at the SSA). The U.S. Social Security Administration (SSA) introduced the Insight natural language processing system to help
analyze and spot potential errors in draft adjudicatory decisions [26]. Such systems may
evolve into an SDM, where the system flags potentially problematic text in opinions and
attorneys review the flagged text. One potential label is whether an appeals court reverses
or remands the SSA decision. The outcome, however, may be confounded by legal representation, which exists only for a subset of cases and may matter substantially in whether an
appeal is taken and succeeds. Instead of inferring spurious correlations, it will be important
to identify deconfounded causal lexicons [46, 23] in the SDM setting.
F ORMULATION . The policy must select from N opinions which are the most likely to be
overturned on appeal and specifically which text is the problematic text. Lawyers review
the document and identify potential errors, providing partial feedback to the model. Then
several years later, the true reward is received on whether that opinion was overturned. In
the meantime, the model must be updated with partial information.

4 Assessing and mitigating social harms
As evidenced by runaway feedback loops, poorly implemented SDM algorithms can have pernicious
impacts. When should an SDM algorithm be deployed, and how should an agency weigh the costs
and benefits of implementing such a system?
First, algorithmic impact assessments aim to foster reflection about the risks of adoption. In many
instances, such reflection may rule out the deployment of algorithms with inherent harm (e.g., lethal
weapons).
Second, in many instances, insufficient information exists at the time of the adoption decisions.
There may be strong reasons to favor adoption, but benefits and costs are not precisely known. One
benefit of SDMs is that they are sequentially implemented. Much like in the case of adaptive clinical trials – where sequential assignment enables researchers to limit the number of patients assigned
to ineffective treatment arms – SDMs may enable ongoing assessments of an algorithmic impact.
The stochastic component of an “explore” decision potentially enables researchers to ascertain the
impact of an intervention, thereby curing the information deficit at the time of adoption. This epistemic benefit to SDMs may also enable more responsible adaptation, scaling, and discontinuation of
algorithms in the public sector. But deployments must proceed with great caution.

5 Conclusions
We hope our work serves as a brief review of the potential for SDM in the public sector. Overall,
bringing SDM algorithms to the sector has the potential to improve government services through
efficiency, transparency, and fairness – if implemented with care. We argue that the research challenges in this sector are just as difficult, if not more so, than private sector challenges. And working
on these public sector research challenges could bring large social benefits to many. But, as we
repeat throughout, these applications must be handled with great care as they are often deployed in
high-stakes settings. Results must be thoroughly vetted for robustness, fairness, and sound causal
reasoning before deployment.
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